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Commitment, professionalism and trustworthiness are the core values of NostraBet (NB). We
manage to deliver cutting-edge betting products to our6 readers thanks to our affiliate business
model. It is true that NB uses affiliate links to drive traffic to bookmakers.6 What you must know is
that these are free for you to use. Their main purpose is to earn us6 commissions that will
ultimately be invested in the betterment of our product. Visit our Ad Disclosure page to learn all6
the details.
How to download Betano Android app?
The technological revolution of the online betting industry has led to the emergence of6 mobile
betting apps. That is why potential punting sites like Betano are offering dependable Android apps
to its gamblers. In6 case you are interested in the Betano mobile betting app v.3.16.0 for Android
OS, download it using the steps highlighted6 below. You need to ensure that you have enough
storage for your phone to accept the download. In case you6 suspect a lack of enough storage,
uninstall the apps that are not necessary.
Click the Android apk download link on the6 Betano official site Wait for the pop-up menu and,
thereafter, accept the download Give the app a few seconds to6 complete downloading Confirm its
availability in the download folder Download Betano on Android
How to install Betano mobile app for Android?
The6 Betano apk installation process is simple. You only have to know the location of the Betano
app and, thereafter, proceed6 with the steps below.
Go to your Android phone’s settings Scroll down to the privacy section Enable installation from
unknown sources6 Open the download folder on your smartphone Tap the apk file only once and
click install Give it a few6 seconds to complete the installation
Similar to the download process, the app may fail to install due to insufficient RAM space.6 You
should, therefore, clear your phone to create more space.
How to download the iOS app of Betano?
The sportsbook operator did6 not seclude iOS users from enjoying its incredible mobile app. That
means iOS users can also rely on one of6 the fastest and most exciting sports betting apps
available. But before you begin, follow the steps below to download Betano6 iOS app version
4.2.8 (January 2024).
Open Betano official site using your iOS device Click on the Betano iOS app link6 at the bottom
left of the platform Accept download. Give the app file a couple of seconds to complete
downloading6 Confirm its presence in your iOS download folder Download Betano on iPhone
How to install Betano mobile app for iOS?
Before you6 get to enjoy what the Betano iOS app has to offer, you have to install it on your



smartphone. To6 do so, have a look at the Betano iOS app installation steps below:
Go to your iPhone’s recent downloads The icon6 of the app will appear on the screen Give it some
time to finish installing
You can, thereafter, open the app6 and begin placing bets or playing different online casino
games available.
Benefits of Betano mobile app
The availability of the mobile app6 simplifies every betting process. For the first time, you can sign
up for an account anywhere and bet on matches6 anytime. You can also receive push notifications
in case a new product or bonus is being offered by the platform.
Those6 who are prone to forgetting their passwords don’t have to log out of the application. They
can leave it running6 for as long as they wish. That means your bet slip is just a tap away. Lastly,
the Betano mobile6 app allows quick access to various features available on desktop devices.
These advantages make Betano Android and iOS apps worth6 downloading.
How to use the app?
Punters have to undergo a learning curve no matter how straightforward the Betano mobile app
is.6 That is because the operator has displaced some controls to make the app neat. Before using
the app, you need6 to know which sporting category you want to punt on before going through the
available matches.
To open the sports section,6 you have to click on the jersey at the bottom of the Betano
application. You can thereafter search for the6 match and tap on the odds that suit your needs.
After that, open the bet slip and set the wager6 and click the green Bet Now button. On the other
hand, those who want to access the casino section can6 do so by clicking the hub button at the
bottom right of the Betano app.
Betano Mobile Website
You should consider using6 the mobile version if you are unable to access the Betano mobile app
for a variety of reasons. It is6 similar to the applications only that you have to use a browser to
access the website. The operator uses the6 same theme as that of the desktop version but
implements a new structure. For instance, there is the introduction of6 the bottom structure.
Besides, there are many icons compared to the Betano desktop version. You will also find a
‘back6 to top’ button that keeps you from wasting valuable time scrolling to the top of the page.
The website is6 fast. You will, therefore, spend little time making bets online.
Notable Apps Features
Betano is among the recent and the most respected6 online betting sites. It contains a variety of
useful components that you can barely find on other punting sites. The6 operator was also
thoughtful enough to pack its mobile app with a variety of notable features including:
Live Betting
Punters can access6 the live betting feature using either their Android or iOS devices. The page
offers every gambler a chance to bet6 on ongoing matches. Some of the sports covered in this
section include soccer, tennis, basketball, volleyball, and table tennis. Each6 sporting category on
the live betting section has several ongoing betting matches available. As a result, gamblers can
quickly know6 which sport has more selections.
Punters can access the live betting feature using either their Android or iOS devices. The page6
offers every gambler a chance to bet on ongoing matches. Some of the sports covered in this
section include soccer,6 tennis, basketball, volleyball, and table tennis. Each sporting category on
the live betting section has several ongoing betting matches available.6 As a result, gamblers can
quickly know which sport has more selections. Live streaming
If you want to enjoy Betano streaming6 services, move to the eSports section of the page and
click the play icon at the end of the event.6 The bookie will give you a notification of whether
streaming is available or not. Punters should, however, know that Betano6 live streaming services
are only available to bettors who are logged into their Betano accounts.
If you want to enjoy Betano6 streaming services, move to the eSports section of the page and
click the play icon at the end of the6 event. The bookie will give you a notification of whether
streaming is available or not. Punters should, however, know that6 Betano live streaming services



are only available to bettors who are logged into their Betano accounts. Cash-out
There is also a6 practical cash-out option for any gambler using the Betano mobile app. The
feature works the same way it does on6 other bookies. That is by allowing you to punt on different
matches long after they have begun. Using your smartphone,6 you can cash-out even if only a few
minutes are remaining to game completion. However, you should be great at6 cashing out if you
want to benefit from the feature. Otherwise, you will end up making unwarranted losses. The
amount6 of money you get after cashing out depends on the bookie’s calculations together with
the odds sizes at the moment6 of cashing out.
There is also a practical cash-out option for any gambler using the Betano mobile app. The feature
works6 the same way it does on other bookies. That is by allowing you to punt on different
matches long after6 they have begun. Using your smartphone, you can cash-out even if only a few
minutes are remaining to game completion.6 However, you should be great at cashing out if you
want to benefit from the feature. Otherwise, you will end6 up making unwarranted losses. The
amount of money you get after cashing out depends on the bookie’s calculations together with6
the odds sizes at the moment of cashing out. Bet Request
Are you afraid of missing the bet request on the6 mobile platform? Well, you shouldn’t be. The
bookie was considerate enough to include Betano’s bet request feature on its iOS6 and Android
apps. You can, therefore, request for a particular bet from the sportsbook using your smartphone.
These requests are,6 however, not for free, given that you have to pay a certain amount of money
for the bet. With the6 bet request feature, you don’t have to punt on an event without a prediction
you want. That makes Betano mobile6 app very accommodative.
Available Betting Options through the Mobile App
The betting categories on Betano are mesmerising. The operator squeezed every section6 on the
platform so that those who don’t like sports betting can find plenty of many other games to
gamble.6 The main gambling variants you will get include:
Sports Betting
Sports betting is the page where you will find sports like football,6 tennis, basketball, volleyball,
and darts. To bet you have to locate the game, do an intensive analysis, and finally place6 a bet.
The matches you get on this section are fresh since the operator updates the list as soon as6 a
game is confirmed. You will love the odds and the multiple betting markets available.
Casino
The casino section is accessible using6 the chip nicely placed at the bottom right corner of the
mobile app. Once you load the page, you will6 come across various video slot variants, including
Polter Heist, Reel Keeper, Night Queen, and wonder Hounds. If you are a6 table game fan, then
look forward to exclusive products, for instance, Blackjack Double Exposure, Jacks or better
multihand, and Baccarat.6 These games, coupled with the available poker section, will ensure you
have thrilling gaming sessions at Betano mobile casino.
Live Casino
Live6 casino games are separated from other casino gaming products due to their distinct features
and appealing outlook, for example, realistic6 background noises and exciting themes. They also
boast of immersive gameplay, which involves multiple players. You will find the live6 game
selections to be up to the required standards, for instance, All Bets Blackjack, Deutsches
Blackjack, and Speed Roulette.
eSports
Lastly, there6 is the eSports section, which features select gaming variants. It is also the page
where you can live stream HD6 games using the Betano mobile app. The category is flooded with
matches from games like Leagues of Legends, Dota 2,6 and CS: GO. These sporting events are
easy to punt, and also they don’t require intense analysis for you to6 make the right prediction.
Another thing that will intrigue you in the section are the eSports betting markets, as well6 as the
fantastic odds sizes.
Mobile App vs Mobile Version
Making a comparison between the mobile app and the mobile version is6 vital in enabling you to
understand which of the two is better. The mobile app is very efficient in terms6 of accessibility



and usability. You don’t need to start opening browsers to search for the website’s URL. It is also6
easy to operate compared to its counterpart, the mobile version. However, the app requires you to
have enough RAM and6 storage space for you to download and install. That is a negative that you
will not have to worry about6 when using the Betano mobile version.
System requirements
Every mobile betting app has system requirements. That is because their codes are meant6 to
interact well with particular systems. The Betano mobile app, for instance, is built for fast and
capable operating systems.6 The apps require an iOS of 9.0 or higher or Android of at least 6. You
also need to make6 sure that your phone’s display is fantastic for it to output the website exactly
how it is without altering some6 features. For a long time now, Samsung and iPhone variants have
been topping the list of best phones to bet6 with. You can, however, opt for different models like:
One plus
Sony Xperia
Microsoft
Realme
iPhones
Samsung
Lenovo
Nokia
Blackberry
Huawei
Mobile bonus
As you can see from the details above, the6 sportsbook has a terrific mobile app and a compelling
mobile version. However, it doesn’t have a mobile package for smartphone6 users. Lacking such a
Betano bonus is not a strategic move. But then using the comprehensive mobile app, you can6
access plenty of Betano offers for new and current customers. So consider using the options in the
meantime.
Deposits and Withdrawals
Welcome6 to the platform where all transactions take place. Using your mobile app, you can
access every payment option available on6 the Betano desktop version, for instance, e-wallets
and cards. Each method comes with its benefits and so your only option6 is to select the platform
that best meets your expectations. You can use the table below to see what is6 in store for you.
Deposit Methods
Withdrawal Methods Payment Method Deposit Minimum Deposit Maximum Time for Deposit
Taxes Bank Wire Transfer N/A6 N/A N/A 8 Free Withdrawals / Month Skrill €5 €10,000 Instantly 8
Free Withdrawals / Month Trustly €10 €30,000 Instantly6 8 Free Withdrawals / Month Paysafe
Card €5 €1,000 Instantly Free PayPal €15 €5,000 Instantly Free Credit Cards €5 €40,0006
Instantly 8 Free Withdrawals / Month GiroPay €10 €10,000 Instantly Klarna €5 €40,000 Instantly
Payment Method Withdrawal Minimum Withdrawal Maximum6 Time for Withdrawal Taxes Bank
Wire Transfer €20 €10,000 1-3 Working Days 8 Free Withdrawals / Month Skrill €10 €10,0006
Within the day 8 Free Withdrawals / Month Trustly €10 €20,000 Next working day 8 Free
Withdrawals / Month Paysafe6 Card €10 €2,500 Within the day Free PayPal €15 €5,000 Within
the day Free Credit Cards €10 €10,000 2-5 Working6 Days 8 Free Withdrawals / Month GiroPay
N/A N/A N/A Klarna N/A N/A N/A
FAQ
How do I download Betano app? You6 can download the Betano app for Android or iOS by visiting
the mobile website of the operator, scrolling down to6 the page’s footer, and clicking to download
the desired app. Was Betano mobile app ever not working? No, Betano mobile6 applications have
been working. Although they were developed after the initialisation of the desktop site. Can I play
Betano casino6 for free? Yes, there are games you can play for free on Betano casino, for
instance, slot machines. Where can6 I get Betano apk? You can either ask for a link from the
customer representatives or visit Apple Store or6 Play Store. What if it won’t install? Should your
Betano app doesn’t install, contact the customer care. You can also6 use the mobile version. Can



you change the odds from fractional to decimal? Betano doesn’t offer punters the luxury of6
changing their odds from decimal to fractional. Therefore bear with the default odds format. Why is
my application, not loading?6 Your application may not be loading due to poor network or system
incompatibility. Do I need to sign up again6 on the mobile application? No, you only need to use
your desktop login information. Can I transact using my mobile6 phone? Betano offers banking
solutions on their mobile version. You can, therefore, make transactions.
Company information
Betano is a Malta-based online betting6 site. It is owned and operated by Betkick
Sportwettenservice GmbH, which has years of experience in the gambling arena. The6 platform
started providing online gambling services in 2024. It boasts of a fantastic website design together
with responsive controls. The6 mobile apps, on the other hand, are simple, with striking features
and easy to use commands. Furthermore, it has a6 legal Malta gambling license, which allows it to
operate in different regions.
Apps Rating and Verdict
Betano mobile betting app is appealing6 compared to many online betting apps in the gambling
industry. The operator has an app for iOS gadgets and another6 one for Android users. That
added to the interactive features each application possess gives it a fantastic score. You will,6
therefore, find it to be satisfactory, especially if you want class and functionality.
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Even if you have no idea why your account has been restricted, you should still contact customer
support to get an idea so you can open it back. And while bet365 customer support can help you
discover the reason for your account's restriction, they are not under any obligation to remove the
restrictions on it.
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If you have deposited by PayPal, all withdrawals will be processed to the same PayPal account.
bet365 will not apply any charges for withdrawals made by PayPal. The funds will be credited to
you within 24 hours of your withdrawal request.
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Kaizen Gaming owns Betano, a leading online sports betting and gaming operator which is
currently active in 9 markets in Europe and Latin America, while also expanding in North America
and Africa.
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Starting from the Stoiximan brand in Greece in 2012, we now operate two brands (Betano,
Stoiximan) in 14 markets and employ more than 2.000 people across four continents. Stoiximan is
the largest online gaming operator in Greece and Cyprus.
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